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ABSTRACT
Counterfeit certificate is indeed a pervasive and chronic phenomenon that undermines the faith in academic institutions,
costs a lot of money and hinders societal growth. Regrettably, costly, time-consuming and inefficient certificate
verification solution is still in existence. It has become very difficult to distinguish between real and fake certificates. In
a bid to get employed, young graduates who have no academic result or could not complete his or her career in
engaging institution present counterfeit certificate to the employee. This could result in huge financial loss and
employment of incompetency. Blockchain-based smart contract has emerged as a fruitful means of verifying
educational certificates and combating document fraud and misuse. This paper presents a verification model to detect
counterfeit certificate using blockchain-based smart contract model. We presented a model to save the society from
the effect of certificate forgery by enabling a verified smart-contract against security vulnerability and to detect
counterfeit certificate.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Certificates issued by major degree awarding institutions are in paper form and the contents of the paper can be easily
manipulated due to technological advancement. This consequently poses a threat to those institutions that issues the
certificate and the organization that the certificate owner intends to submit the obtained certificate for employment
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opportunity. Verification process is necessary to combat certificate fraud. Document verification is a complex domain
with a lot of difficult and time consuming methods. Various types of documents, such as financial paper, government
policy paper, transactional paper and educational certificates may require automated verification and authentication
process [17]. To carry out certificate verification, some academic centers allow a simple and fast online query to verify
the authenticity of employer’s certificates. Some implore the sources of a third party either by default or as required by
regulations to verify the presented certificate [5]. A predominant problem today is the number of fake certificates in
circulation. Due to digitization, blockchain emerged as a great potential for authenticating educational certificate
enabling a secure and efficient digital certificate validation [15]. Blockchain-based systems for academic certificate
have shown greatly improved potential to overcome the inherent limitations of paper or web-based system.
The problem of counterfeiting certificates has become a menace which geared various research articles on building
smart contracts for the digital certificates. In [9] a smart contract was developed for digital certificates to solve the
problem of forgery. The electronic file of the paper certificate was generated and the hash grade computed and stored
on the blockchain. In another paper, [10] worked on preventing difficulties in managing traditional paper testimonials
by developing an ethereum based smart contract certificate system. Increased adoption of smart contracts requires
strong security. Sadly, it becomes a challenge to create bugs free smart contract as critical vulnerabilities are
discovered and exploited. The correctness of execution as well as security is necessary to keep business process
smart contracts secure. In this paper, we carried out the smart contract verification for functional requirements before
deploying on the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). The proposed system is a functionally corrected and secured
certificate verification model.
2. PREVIOUS WORKS
Recently, there has been a paradigm shift in the issuance of certificate using online platform. Blockhain technology
creates a cryptographically secure and shared ledger for digital transactions. The usability of blockchain solutions has
hit 5.27 billion unique phone users by a large number of mobile devices and applications [4]. In [1] two permissionless
platforms such as ethereum and Bitcoin were used for certificate verification. The authors also proposed which helps
to verify a user real identity through a QR Code and generate a certificate that is time saving. As the number of
universities, college of education, polytechniques and so on are increasing, certificates have become a problem for
those institutions. Tis need a sharp solution. [2] presented a reliable and secure method for verifying graduates
credentials utilizing blockchain. The study enabled digital storage of genuine certificates and verification when needed
without time wastage. The authors used ethereum test network and the test results generated a secure and feasible
solution o online certificate management system.
Furthermore, employer needs to verify the originality of the certificate presented by his employee. The need to provide
a time effective mechanism in order to authenticate the certificate from issuing institution arises. Similarly, [3] proposed
a verification system using blockchain. The presented system is an anti-forged mechanism for educational certificates.
To eliminate the issue of certificate forgery, the authors also provided a model to enable the storage of educational
certificate in digital format. This yielded an immutable digital certificate in Ethereum-based blockchain. [5] designed a
digital signature scheme and timestamp for education degree fraud detection and certificate verification using
blockchain. The proposed system is a two-way balanced verification system which facilitates certificate checks for
students and authenticity heck of certificate from trusted source during employer recruitment. The authors adopted a
digital signature technology to solve the present certificate verification system to end fraud and promote transparency
in the educational system.
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Educational certificates is said to have more value which results in people producing fake certificates for individual
esteem and in pursuit for job. However, [16] utilized Hyperledger permissioned blockchain in verifying educational
certificate. The model uses encryption API which grants access to only those with assigned unique identify to the
hyperledger platform. The ownership is preserved by linking the owner’s document with its unique identity. Certificate
verification is carried out by ensuing confidentiality and privacy of the owner.
3. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
In 2008, a pseudonym named Satoshi Nakamoto proposed the concept of blockchain by publishing his white paper
named “Bitcoin: a peer-to-peer electronic cash system [14]. Blockchain is a distributed ledger which helps to solve the
problems of centralization by providing a platform for programs to be run on its virtual machines. To provide features
such as transparency, security, decentralization, immutability etc., blockchan utilizes mechanisms such as consensus
protocols and cryptographic techniques. Each block consists of records which are linked together creating transaction
hash value using hashing technique (SHA 256). Different data are recorded in distinct blocks and allow verifications to
be made without the service of a third party. All distributed nodes form a timestamp blockchain. The data stored in
each block can be verified simultaneously, transparent, secure, and immutable and open to the public once entered
[8]. The emergence of Ethereum Smart Contracts in 2013 brought about the innovation of blockchain 2.0. As presented
in Fig. 1, blockchain 1.0 focused mainly to solve problems concerning cryptocurrencies and decentralized payments
by Bitcoin to Blockchain 2.0 which was adopted for the decentralization of digital assets through smart contracts.

Figure 1: History of Peer-to-Peer Blockchain [11]
4. THE ETHEREUM VIRTUAL MACHINE (EVM)
The first or initial generation of blockchain was designed to solve the problem of crypto-currency. As blockchain
technology began to garner huge impact in diverse industries, the Ethereum blockchain was developed to provide
support for implementing smart contracts or decentralized application. These smart contracts represent the basis for
true ownership of digital assets and a range of DApps (Decentralized Applications) [13]. EVM is the operating system
on which business process runs. Solidity was developed as a JavaScript-like programming language for building
contract codes that executes on EVM.
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The Solidity compiler translates this code into EVM bytecode which is sent to the Ethereum network as a transaction
to be given its own address. Figure 2 shows how an Ethereum-based smart contract works. A contract address consists
of its own storage state data) and an amount of ‘ether’ balance (i.e ethereum token). The Ethereum currency "Ether"
was inspired by Bitcoin, but what makes this platform different is the support for smart contract execution. Smart
contracts represent automated business process logic that can send and receive transactions, giving developers the
leverage of high auditability, availability, transparency, and independency.

Figure 2: How Ethereum Smart Contract Works [7]
5. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The existing blockchain platform for certificate verification utilizes Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). The current
implemented smart contract lack verification for functional requirements and run time error check. In our study, the
smart contract will be verified before deployment on the EVM. This will enable the institution and contractual parties to
review contracts source code for loophole and vulnerability which the hacker may exploit to launch an attack. Moreso,
it is very pertinent to carry out a review of smart contract source code by the parties as contract deployed on the
blockchain cannot be altered. A verified smart contract also ensure system specifications and functional requirements
are met. Issues underlying the design and implementation of decentralized smart contract are our major goal. The
primary goal of this system is to execute an error free smart contract against security vulnerability on the blockchain
and also for verifying educational certificates.
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6. SYSTEM DESIGN
In this paper, a blockchain-based smart contract for certificate verification was developed and programmed on
Ethereum (EVM) platform. The system consists of three modules which include the student registration, E-Cert platform
and Smart contract verification. Firstly, the student registers on the online school certificate application platform,
requesting for electronic certificate. The student’s request is then reviewed by the institution and approved if details
provided by checking with the school’s IPFS are authentic. Once the information of the graduate has been entered by
the E-Cert module, the QR Code and the certificate serial number will be generated. The student’s QR Code links his
identity and the certificate on the electronic platform.
The issuing applications are responsible for the business logic which includes certificate requesting, examining, signing
and revocation of certificates. The system is designed to record the transaction hash of the certificate on the blockhain.
Lastly, the E-Cert smart contract is created using solidity programming language. The contract source code is verified
using etherscan blockchain explorer tool to determine if functional requirements are met and to prevent loophole or
possible vulnerability for a hacker to launch an attack. Upon confirmation, the E-Cert contract is executed and deployed
on the blockchain. The companies also send enquiries to the system and are informed if the serial numbers are
validated. The QR Code detects if the certificate has been manipulated. Validated certificates will be forever valid
regardless of the existence of the certificate issuance institutions.

Figure 3: The Proposed System Architecture
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7. THE SYSTEM PROCESS FLOW
Ethereum Blockchain is a decentralize application that supports programming. The working processes of the proposed
system are as follows:
1.
The students apply for degree certificate
2.
Schools review request and grants certificate if approved.
3.
E-Cert system generate QR Code and Certificate serial number
4.
Smart Contract of the –Cert system is developed and verified using Etherscan blockchain verification tool.
5.
Smart contract meets specification and functional requirement and deployed on EVM
6.
Verification can be done by the company from the data stored in the blockchain.
8. THE POPOSED SYSTEM BENEFITS
Education providers will be able to give the formal certificates providing proof of the completion using blockchain
technology. The following are highlighted advantages of the designed system:
i.
Our proposed model has smart contract which potentially helps to automate transactions and boost
business productivity.
ii.
The smart contract is verified to detect any loophole and vulnerability, meeting functional requirements
and business decision.
iii.
Counterfeit certificate can be traced by the employee without involving a third party intermediary.
iv.
Blockchain-based certificate verification helps to eliminate inefficiency, error and time wastage prominent
with traditional paper-based method.
9. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 4 shows the smart contract development tools (MetaMask login screen and Remix IDE). MetaMask serves as
an ethereum wallet and an interface which allow users to interact with smart contracts and DApps on the web without
installing an Etheruem Node. Advanced developers can install and use Solidity Compiler but the Remix IDE provides
a pre-installed environment. It is only required to add MetaMask as a Chrome Extension in order to create a wallet and
acquire Ether through the Ropsten, Kovan and Goerli test networks to execute the transaction. Once MetaMask is
successfully added to Chrome extension, an existing wallet can be imported by entering the appropriate private key or
importing the pass phrase from its JSon file. A new wallet can also be created by generating a unique password and
the Passphrase for the wallet. During the process of creating the Metamask wallet, the password is created and the
account secret backup phrase that can be used for backing up and restoring the account is also created and saved.
Disclosing or sharing an account password or pass phrase can be a security risk on the wallet. The account detail can
be written on a piece of paper securely or stored safely on an external encrypted hard drive for safety. However to
execute the transaction, real Etheruem must be purchased as it is needed to run the smart contract on the mainnet.
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Figure 4: Smart Contract development tools
Smart contract verification and validation is a unique feature with EVM. Figure 5 shows how to verify and publish a
transaction on etherscan. Etherscan is the most popular blockchain explorer where contracts can be verified and
published. It is very pertinent to verify smart contracts in order to show that the contract code is exactly what is being
deployed onto the blockchain and also allows the public to audit and read the contract. Once the contract source code
is entered, the Contract bytecode will be automatically displayed on the verification page too. Etherscan is intended to
help clients in cooperating with any smart contract sent onto the Ethereum blockchain. To guarantee further security,
users are just ready to cooperate with smart contracts that are verified on Etherscan. Verified contract implies that the
contract code given by the proprietor of the contract coordinates the contract code sent onto the Ethereum Blockchain.
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Figure 5: Smart Contract Verification using Etherscan tool
10. CONCUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
Information technology has transformed data innovation; internet accessibility and the constant use of cell phones have
changed societal way of living. Data security is an important feature of blockchain technology. Blockchain is a large
and open-access distributed ledger in which every node saves and verifies the same transactional data. Using the
proposed verified ethereum-based smart contract model will ensure that the system is designed according to
specifications and the functional requirements are met and also reduces the possibility of counterfeit certificate.
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The process offers an open and transparent access to certificate application and automated certificate. Companies
can thus inquire for information on any certificate presented by the employers. Blockchain has facilitated recognition of
learning, certification of both formal and informal learning. Globally, governments, enterprises, and start-ups are
exploring the blockchain in a wide variety of use cases and for a wide variety of requirements and regulatory demands.
However, there is still much that is unknown about the development of the trusted blockchain-based systems. In the
future, it is required to improve users’ knowledge on how to create a workable blockchain-based systems and evidence
that blockchain-based systems will work as expected.
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